
 

 

Minor studies in European Economy and Finance 
 

Purpose of the 

Programme 
Objective of a study programme is to prepare students for the requirements of 

professional world in economics, in the context of globalization and European 

integration; focusing on economics and financial topics and tools of mathematical 

analysis, including a possibility to choose foreign languages (French, German and 

Spanish), processing critical thinking, strengthening ability to analyze and assess 

the changes in economic environment and European economy and integration 

processes. 

Programme 

outcomes 

(competencies 

acquired) 

After finishing the programme students will have competencies: 

 Competence to assess economic environmental changes and their influence on 

decision making in the context of globalization and European integration 

processes; 

 Competence to analyze the EU economic and financial changes and policies;  

 Competence to analyze and forecast using the mathematical tools the changes 

in domestic and international economics; 

 Competence to evaluate economic, financial and cultural differences of 

countries‘ economic systems; 

 Ability to demonstrate independent learning skills, communicate and work in a 

group, discuss and negotiate. 

Contacts Faculty of Economics and Management  

Address: S. Daukanto g. 28, room 313, LT-44246 Kaunas, Lithuania  

Tel: +370 37 327 856 

E-mail: greta.brazaityte@vdu.lt 
 

Course title Code ECTS 

General Education Courses 

1. Philosophy  FILN0101 4 

2. Economics EKO0201 4 

3. Statistics MAT0202 4 

Compulsory courses from C group 

1. Mathematical analysis MAT1012 6 

2. European economic history EKS3001 4 

3. Fundamentals of finance  EKO2003 6 

4. Applied econometrics EKO3012 6 

5. EU financial system FIN1001 6 
6. Labor economics and policy in EU EKO3020 6 

7. EU economics and monetary policy EKS4005 6 

Electional courses from C group (1): 

1. Public finance FIN2003 4 

2. Financial accounting and reporting FIN2002 6 

3. Financial mathematics FIN2001 6 

Electional courses from C group (1):   

1. Welfare economics EKON3003 4 

2. Innovation economics and finance EKO3016 4 

3. Regional and social policy in EU EKO3017 4 

4. International economics EKO2004 4 

Total: 60-62          
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